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becoming conscious it makes itself feeble If there
were any signs that in spite of the universal
character of European decadence there was still a
modicum of health, still an instinctive premonition
of what is harmful and dangerous, residing in the
German soul, then it would be precisely this blunt
resistance to Wagner which I should least like to
see underrated. It does us honour, it gives us some
reason to hope: France no longer has such an
amount of health at her disposal. The Germans,
these loiterers par excellence, a<5 history shows, are
to-day the most backward among the civilised
nations of Europe this has its advantages,—for
they are thus relatively the youngest.
One pays dearly for having been a follower of
Wagner. It is only quite recently that the Germans
have overcome a sort of dread of him,—the desire
to be rid of him occurred to them again and again *
Does anybody remember a very curious occurrence
in which, quite unexpectedly towards the end, this
* Was Wagner a German at all? There are reasons
enough for putting this question. It is difficult to find a
single German trait in his character Great learner that
he was, he naturally imitated a great deal that was German
—but that is all His very soul contradicts everything which
hitherto has been regarded as German, not to mention
German musicians '—His father was an actor of the name
of Geyer. . . . That which has been popularised hitherto
as "Wagner's life" is fable convenue if not something worse.
I confess my doubts on any point which is vouched for by
Wagner alone. He was not proud enough to be able to
suffer the truth about himself. Nobody had less pride than
he Like Victor Hugo he remained true to himself even
in his biography,—he remained an actor.

